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Proposed neutron interferometry test of Berry’s phase for a circulating planar spin

Erik Sjöqvist1

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, Uppsala University, Box 516, Se-751 20 Uppsala, Sweden

The energy eigenstates of a spin− 1
2

particle in a magnetic field confined to a plane, define a
planar spin. If the particle moves adiabatically around a loop in this plane, it picks up a topological
Berry phase that can only be an integer multiple of π. We propose a neutron interferometry test
of the Berry phase for a circulating planar spin induced by a magnetic field caused by a very
long current-carrying straight wire perpendicular to the plane. This Berry phase causes destructive
interference in the direction of the incoming beam of thermal neutrons moving through a triple-Laue
interferometer.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Vf, 03.75.-b, 03.75.Dg

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutron interferometry has been used to demon-
strate experimentally various quantum interference ef-
fects. These include gravity-induced phase shifts [1], the
Aharonov-Casher effect [2], the scalar Aharonov-Bohm
phase shift [3], as well as the Levy-Leblond confinement
phase [4]. While the neutron spin plays no role or a pas-
sive role in these experiments, phase effects induced by
the evolution of the neutron spin have been demonstrated
in terms of the geometric phase [5–7].

The Berry phase is the geometric phase arising in cyclic
adiabatic evolution of general quantum systems [8]. In
the case of a spin, this phase is proportional to the en-
closed solid angle Ω of the slowly rotating magnetic field.
Specifically, if the spin projection is ms, the Berry phase
is −msΩ for a positively oriented path. In the case of
a neutron, ms = ± 1

2 and the Berry phase can take the

values ∓ 1
2Ω.

If the neutron spin is confined to a plane, forming a
planar spin, the enclosed solid angle is restricted to an
integer multiple of 2π. This implies that the Berry phase
picked up when the neutron moves around a loop has a
topological character as it can only be an integer multiple
of π. For an odd multiple, this phase shift results in com-
plete destructive interference of certain outcomes. This
effect has been predicted in scattering of ultraslow neu-
trons [9], and in time evolution of other two-level quan-
tum systems, such as E ⊗ ε Jahn-Teller molecules [10],
cavity QED systems [11], and degenerate pairs of dark
states in cold atoms [12].

The setup proposed in Ref. [9] consists of ultraslow
neutrons that scatter on a very long current-carrying
straight wire. The required low speed of the neutrons
(typically in the order of cm/s) in combination with high
angular resolution and precise centering of the beam is
experimentally challenging. In order to deal with this,
we develop here an interferometry-based experimentally
simpler version of the scattering setup. We demonstrate
how the Berry phase of the neutron spin associated with
the magnetic field circling around the wire can be tested
for feasible electrical currents and existing interferometry

techniques for thermal neutrons in a triple-Laue setup
[13].

II. ADIABATIC SPIN DYNAMICS

Consider a narrow beam of neutrons moving at velocity
v with an impact parameter b on a very long straight wire
carrying an electrical current Iw, as shown in Fig. 1a.
The magnetic field is given by Biot-Savart’s law

B =
µ0Iw
2πr

eθ, (1)

where we have assumed that the wire points along the z-
axis. Here, θ is the polar angle in cylindrical coordinates
with corresponding unit basis vector eθ, r is the distance
from the wire, and µ0 = 4π ·10−7 Vs/(Am) is permeabil-
ity of vacuum. The magnetic field induces a local energy
splitting of the neutron spin states, as described by the
Zeeman Hamiltonian

H = −µ ·B = −µ1

2
σ ·B (2)

with µ = −9.65 · 10−27 J/T the neutron magnetic mo-
ment and σ = (σx, σy, σz) the standard Pauli operators
representing the neutron spin. The eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian are

V±(r) = ±|µ|µ0Iw
4πr

≡ ±C0Iw
r

. (3)

Numerically, we find C0 = 9.65 · 10−34JmA−1. The local
spin eigenvectors |±; r〉 are eigenvectors of σθ = eθ · σ.
Each eigenvector defines a local spin 〈±; r|σ |±; r〉 con-
fined to the xy plane with winding number +1, as shown
in Fig. 1b. A Berry phase factor of −1 when the neutron
circles adiabatically around the wire once is a manifesta-
tion of the nontrivial topology of this circulating planar
spin.

In a semi-classical approach, the spatial motion of
the neutrons is treated classically, while their spin is a
quantum-mechanical degree of freedom. The orbits asso-
ciated with the two spin eigenstates are solutions of

mnv̇ = −∇rV±(r) = ±C0Iw
r2

er, (4)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Left panel (a) shows a narrow beam of neutrons moving at velocity v with an impact parameter b on
a very long straight wire carrying an electrical current Iw perpendicular to the plane. Right panel (b) shows the local spin
associated with the spin eigenstate |−; r〉 (the local spin points in the opposite direction for |+; r〉). The local spin is confined
to the xy plane with winding number +1. For sufficiently strong electrical current and sufficiently slow neutrons, the spin of
the neutron follows adiabatically the circular magnetic field B. This makes it possible to measure the Berry phase manifesting
the nontrivial winding number associated with the circulating local spin.

where mn is the mass of the neutron. By using that the
mechanical energy

E =
mn

2
ṙ2 +

L2

2mnr2
± C0Iw

r
(5)

and the angular momentum along the z axis

L = mnr
2θ̇ (6)

are constants of the motion, we find the solution

r =
L2

mnC0Iw

(
1 +

√
1 +

2EL2

mnC2
0I

2
w

sin θ

)−1

. (7)

Here, we have assumed that the neutron initially moves
horizontally from the left with the origin at the center
of the wire, as shown in Fig. 1a. In the interferometer
setup, E > 0 so that the eccentricity

ε =

√
1 +

2EL2

mnC2
0I

2
w

> 1. (8)

Thus, the trajectory is hyperbolic.
Next, we analyze the adiabatic condition for the Zee-

man Hamiltonian of the quantum-mechanical spin inter-
acting with the magnetic field along the orbit of the neu-
tron. In the adiabatic regime, the local spin is parallel or
anti-parallel to the magnetic field at the location of the
neutron. We examine the adiabatic condition for the spin
evolution as governed by the semi-classical Hamiltonian

Hsc = −µ1

2
σ ·B(rt). (9)

In other words, for the local spin eigenstates |±; rt〉 we
check whether or not the adiabatic condition

~

∣∣∣∣∣ 〈+; rt| Ḣsc(rt) |−; rt〉
(E+ − E−)2

∣∣∣∣∣� 1 (10)

is satisfied. We find:

Ḣsc(rt) = −C0Iw
r2

(vrσθ + vθσr) , (11)

where vr = ṙ (vθ = rθ̇) is the radial (angular) velocity
and σr = er ·σ, er being a unit basis vector in the radial
direction. Since |±; rt〉 are eigenvectors of σθ, it follows
that 〈+; rt|σθ |−; rt〉 = 0 and

〈+; rt| Ḣsc(rt) |−; rt〉 = −C0Iw
r2

vθ 〈+; rt|σr |−; rt〉

= i
C0Iw
r2

vθ. (12)

Furthermore,

(E+ − E−)
2

=
4C2

0I
2
w

r2
. (13)

By inserting Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (10), we finally
obtain the adiabatic condition

~
C0Iw
r2
|vθ|

r2

4C2
0I

2
w

=
~

4C0Iw
|vθ| � 1

⇒ Iw �
~

4C0
|vθ| . (14)

III. INTERFEROMETER SETUP

Thermal neutrons moving at speed v ∼ 2000 m/s have
been used extensively for interferometry tests [13]. We
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Triple-Laue interferometer setup to test the Berry phase associated with the local spin around the
interferometer loop. A beam of thermal neutrons is coherently superposed at the first crystal plate P . The second crystal
plate M acting as mirrors recombine the beam-pair at the third crystal plate Q. The output intensity is measured at the
two detectors D1 and D2. In order to cancel unwanted dynamical phase effects, the current-carrying wire is located on the
symmetry line connecting the two beam crossing points at P and Q. The Berry phase associated with the planar spin gives
rise to a destructive interference in the direction of the incoming beam so that all neutrons are detected at D2.

demonstrate that such neutrons can be used to observed
the above described Berry phase of the circulating pla-
nar spin. To this end, we first show that there exists a
wide electrical current range for which the neutron moves
along a straight line, and its spin evolution at the same
time satisfies the adiabatic condition in Eq. (14).

We use that E = 1
2mnv

2 and L = mnvb, b being the
impact parameter (see Fig. 1a), are constants of the mo-
tion, to rewrite the eccentricity as

ε =

√
1 +

m2
nv

4b2

C2
0I

2
w

. (15)

The neutron moves along a straight line provided ε� 1,
which combined with Eq. (14) yields

~
4C0
|vθ| � Iw �

mnv
2b

C0
. (16)

For an impact parameter in the order of 10−1 m and
max (|vθ|) ∼ v ∼ 2000 m/s, we find

50A� Iw � 7 · 1011A. (17)

This confirms that the straight line assumption can be
combined with adiabatic spin evolution. By taking a rea-
sonable upper limit for current density of 500 A/cm2, a
Copper wire of radius 0.5 cm would allow for a sufficiently
large current in the order of 400 A.

The triple-Laue interferometer setup designed to mea-
sure the Berry phase is shown in Fig. 2. A beam of ther-
mal neutrons is coherently superposed at the first crystal
plate P acting as a beam-splitter in front of the wire. A
second crystal plate M acting as mirrors recombine the
beam-pair at the third crystal plate Q. The intensity at

the two output detectors D1 and D2 is finally measured.
At Q, the probability amplitude reads

ψQ =
1√
2
ψupe

i
∫ Q
up;P

A±(r)·dr

+
1√
2
ψdowne

i
∫ Q
down;P

A±(r)·dr, (18)

where

A±(r) = i 〈±; r| ∇r |±; r〉 = − 1

2r
eθ (19)

are the Berry vector potentials of the two spin eigenstates
and ψup (ψdown) is the probability amplitude for the up-
per (lower) beam. The vector potential is of Aharonov-
Bohm type and corresponds to half a flux unit at the wire
[14]. The beam-splitter at Q induces the transformations
ψup 7→ ψD1

+ ψD2
and ψdown 7→ ψD1

− ψD2
yielding the

output

ψout =
1

2
ψD1

ei
∫ Q
up;P

A±(r)·dr
(

1 + ei
∮
C

A±(r)·dr
)

+
1

2
ψD2

ei
∫ Q
up;P

A±(r)·dr
(

1− ei
∮
C

A±(r)·dr
)
,

(20)

where C is the interferometer loop in the counterclock-
wise direction and ψD1 (ψD2) is the amplitude for the
upper (lower) output beam. The gauge independent

ei
∮
C

A±(r)·dr is the Berry phase factor associated with
the planar local spin of the neutron. By using Eq. (19),

we find ei
∮
C

A±(r)·dr = eiπ = −1, yielding

ψout = ψD2
ei

∫ Q
up;P

A±(r)·dr. (21)
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This shows that the Berry phase of the planar spin gives
rise to a destructive interference effect that surpresses
the probablity amplitude in the direction of the incom-
ing beam, leading to that all neutrons are detected at
D2. This is the interferometer analog of the destructive
interference effect that creates a nodal line in the forward
direction seen in the scattering setup proposed in Ref. [9].

In general, a dynamical phase is accompanying the
Berry phase. This phase may result in a dynamical con-
tribution that would be sensitive to fluctuations in the
neutron speed and thereby potentially destabilize the in-
terference effect. This can be resolved by putting the
wire on the symmetry line of the interferometer connect-
ing the two beam crossing points at P and Q. In this way,
the dynamical phase contributions along the two beams
are identical and therefore cancel so that only the Berry
phase influences the interference effect measured at the
two detectors D1 and D2.

A typical neutron source produces unpolarized neu-
trons, as characterized by a spin density operator ρ = 1

2 1̂.
The interference effect is determined by the time evolu-
tion operator

U(Q;P ) = ei
∮
C

A+(r)·dr |+〉 〈+|
+ei

∮
C

A−(r)·dr |−〉 〈−| = −1̂ (22)

of the spin, yielding the interference effect [15]

ID1
= Iin − ID2

∝ 1 + |Tr(ρU)| cos [arg Tr(ρU)] = 0. (23)

Thus, unpolarized neutrons can be used to demonstrate
the Berry phase induced desctructive interference effect.
This considerably simplifies the experimental realization
of the setup as the neutrons can be used directly from the
source without undergoing any intensity-reducing spin
filtering.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A very long straight wire carrying an electrical current
defines a circulating planar local spin of a neutron. We
have shown that there exists an electrical current range
for which sufficiently slow neutrons can be used to test
the Berry phase accompanying adiabatic evolution of the
local spin around the interferometer loop. A complete
cancelation of the probability amplitude in the direction
of the incoming neutron beam provides a clear signature
of the topological Berry phase of the circulating planar
spin. The adiabatic condition is satisfied for electrical
currents in the order of a few hundreds of A in the case
of thermal neutrons in a triple-Laue setup.

The Aharonov-Casher effect [16] occurs when an elec-
trical neutral particle moves around a charged straight
wire. The resulting phase shift is topological in that it
only depends on the winding number of the particles path
around the wire. The effect has been observed by using
thermal neutrons [2]. Our poposed experiment can be
viewed as an analog to this effect where the static charges
are replaced be moving charges that constitute the elec-
trical current through the uncharged wire. We note that,
while the Aharonov-Casher phase shift is tiny (it is essen-
tially a relativistic effect), the proposed Berry phase shift
is large (integer multiple of π) and can therefore easily be
observed provided the adiabatic condition is satisfied and
the dynamical phases can be made to vanish by aligning
the interferometer setup.

Our proposed experiment is built upon existing well-
proven techniques and requires achievable experimental
parameter values. On the other hand, the correspond-
ing scattering experiment, put forward in Ref. [9] and
designed to test the Berry phase of the planar spin, re-
quires ultraslow neutrons moving at a speed which is four
to five orders of magnitude lower than for thermal neu-
trons. In combination with the high angular resolution
and precise centering of the neutron beam, the need for
such slow neutrons would be highly challenging. The
present neutron interferometry setup avoids these prob-
lems and opens up for a simpler verification of the Berry
phase of the circulating planar spin.

Support from the Swedish Research Council Grant No.
D0413201 is acknowledged.
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